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About This Content

Five places to fly for peace, quiet and plenty of bracing North Sea air.

These five airports on the islands of Baltrum, Borkum, Juist, Langeoog and Norderney are all part of the East Frisian Islands,
situated off the coasts of Germany and Holland.

Borkum is the largest of the islands, located just 30 kilometres from the mainland, and is Germany’s most north-westerly point.
Although an island for Whalers and Pirates in the past, it is now part of a National Park, as indeed are all the islands, and is an

unspoilt place to escape to. The island’s airport is just one metre above sea level and has one asphalt runway exactly one
kilometre long. It also has two grass runways just short of a kilometre each.

Baltrum is known as the sleeping beauty of the North Sea and is the smallest of the islands, whereas Juist is the longest at 17
kilometres and is only seven kilometres from the mainland.

Norderley has special UNESCO World Heritage Status and Langeoog makes up the fifth island. Each of these islands boasts its
own airport, ideal for island hoping with 20 combinations for different take-off and landing places.
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High-res ground polygon

Photo-real layout and textures (25cm resolution)

Hand placed hi-resolution buildings within airport boundaries

Custom auto-gen buildings outside the airport boundary

Extensive library of airport clutter

Accurate taxiway lanes

Custom made static aircraft

Custom night-lighting

Compatible with Default and Orbx Global
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This game is actually quite a but of fun, and at a little over 5 bucks it's not a big risk if you find out you don't enjoy it. There are
some things to note; like obviously you need a VR headset to work as without it you're not going to be able to do anything, there
are some minor bugs (like sometimes debris will remain on the screen longer than they're supposed to, but it's more of a niggle
that an actual annoyance.), and some people might find this repetitive, but those people probably don't have souls so it doesn't
really matter.

I love the beginning of the game; you're in this cool little room with a bunch of diplays and it really feels like you're there, the
scaling of that first room is done really well! Also, I like that you can just hop on it and there isn't a huge cutscene waiting for
you, you can just immediately PLAY! I know that tends to annoy me, especially when game studios remove the ability to skip
cutscenes - grr! So yay, thankfully I don't even have to deal with that with this little game. There is an optional tutorial which I
strongly suggest everyone goes through at least once, it will help you get your bearings and understand what you're supposed to
do! However, if you're one of those "I don't need no dang tutorial--I'm a rebel!" sorts then remembr, the tutorial is optional and
you can just jump in and figure things out on your own if you so choose to. (Honestly though, just do the tutorial, it's short and
pretty helpful.)

Next the actual play-experience! It's pretty surreal, you're basically floating in space, surrounded by all kinds of debris floating
around you, and it's your job to destroy as much debris as you possibly can. There's asteroids, aliens, lasers, boss fights, and
things you can collect from the debris to up the ante on your laser; more destructive power? Yes, please.

Lastly, the difficulty will always keep increasing to keep you on your toes. So there will be more enemies, more lasers
threatening to destroy you, and more boss fights as you continue on within the game. I was surprised by how much I actually
enjoyed this, but enjoy it I did!

Something very important to keep in mind; you're literally in the middle of all this debris which means some of it will be super
close to your personal space, the natural inclination is to move away... so keep away of where you are moving within your PLAY
AREA, because it is easy to lose yourself in the game and start moving away from your designated play zone and start knocking
yourself and your VR gear into the walls.

TL:DR - It's like stepping into those old arcade games, but now you're IN it, surrounded by it. It's fun, simple, and at 5.99 pretty
dang affordable. Definitely recommended
. I got the Soul Gambler: Artbook & Soundtrack as part of the \u201cSoul Gambler: Dark Arts Edition\u201d pack during the
2015 Steam Summer Sale. For the highly discounted price, it\u2019s indeed a nice and fair bundle.

It contains 36 tracks in MP3 format and some of them can be relaxing when using as background noise while you are doing
other side activities like cleaning your space or something similar.

It also includes one wallpaper in 6 different resolutions and one Artbook with 76 pages containing the art of the game, the cast,
the different locations and the different environments as well. If you like having some digital goodies like the soundtrack of a
game and some art books I can recommend grabbing the bundle I mentioned, especially if you can purchase with a deep
discount like I did.
. I absolutely LOVE this game!!! So much fun. Easily the best turn based strategy game I have ever played :). Horrible servers,
very lacking in content, physics for some reason feel worse then the first game
Honestly if you like the crew go back to playing the first game its still much better than this pile of a disappointment... I must
say I am quite disappointed with the company behind Strange Brigade. I purchased three copies of the game. One for myself
and two for a friend and her fianc\u00e9. My laptop is a few years old but her fianc\u00e9\u2019s is brand new. Neither he or I
could get the game to work on our systems. I emailed Support asking for help. I got \u2018Tommy\u2019 whose first initial
response was asking for more information about my system and my friend\u2019s fianc\u00e9e.

I provided it. Then waited weeks. And waited. Finally he responded with \u201cGet a new graphics card.\u201d I wrote back
that I doubt that this is the kind of answer most people would want and could he please review the specs as the game should
work based on the minimum requirements - that it might be something else.

He responded \u201cTake the advice or not\u201d. That was it. A literal \u201chey stop wasting my time and go screw
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yourself.\u201d Most professional businesses would respond with something like \u201cI\u2019m sorry but the issue does seem
to be your specs as far as I can tell. I think an upgrade would help but if not please consider our games in the future when you
can get a new graphics card.\u201d Nope. Just an unhelpful and rude tech support rep.

I\u2019ll be returning the game copies and filing a complaint. I understand in this day and age we get people cutting us off in
traffic, flipping us off, rude crass people in line while waiting. But this kind of behavior loses sales and fans. I\u2019m guessing
\u2018Tommy\u2019 has cost his company a number of sales. And if the other reps act the same way I\u2019m sure even more
revenue has been lost. Some might feel I\u2019m overreacting. Personally I think Steam should should read and react consider
how many of their customers have publicly stated they are not getting help despite making hundreds of comments on the forums
asking for help. It\u2019s their reputation that is being damaged too.. No surprises here with "Fantasy Mosaics 18: Explore New
Colors." It plays exactly like the previous games in the series. My only minor gripe is that just like the previous game, one of the
puzzles in the last set requires guessing (can't get enough points to activate the "power-up" tools to get a hint). Other than that
one case, everything was great. Oddly, I got about two fewer hours of game play than normal (10.5 hours instead of my usual
12-ish hours). But, it's still worth buying even at its current list price of almost $7 (plus, I bought the "Mega Pack" bundle on
sale -- so it was definitely worth it to me).. 11\/10 Great game to play with friends! I love the zombie mode.
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Entertaining for a bit, but there are too many games out there and this one loses it's charm after awhile. I am not a puzzle game
freak so it could be me. I would give this a neutral review.

The ice man that provides PSAs looks drunk and seems to have a black eye.. I bought it only to support the devs. I really
enjoyed my time with this game.. Tons of wheel options now! Something for everyone!. i played for about 30 minutes of this
game and wow it is really bad compared to AC3 and other AC games such as 4,Revelations,rogue, sydicate, and freedom cry. I
looked into it about where it would be realted to history wise and other things about the game such as what it was initiatially
made for to be played on. That is the play station Vita (a little hand held thing like the DS or psp) Anyways now i see why it
looks poorly made but practically is like a dlc.

Since i have played so little idk if you play along side Connor but the play style of attack is just like his. The beginning of the
story is relaly poorly made though. If you don't anything about the main character you basically start off as some random little
girl who chases a chicken, looses her mother and then gets hit in the back by some guard. Next thing you know you are a full
grown woman who knows how to fight and fights off the guard and some other guys, But THEn you wake up as though that
whole thing was a dream. So Really bad intoduction of the character, not much backstory but that she lost her mom, does't show
how she has hidden blades or how she got asssassin gear(robes).

Moving onto the story\/ gameplay, Plays just like AC3, auto jumping from an esge of a roof to another, targetting enemies is the
same. The sad part is the minimap has little detail, the world you start in is super small, there are 3 personas which i havent seen
in any of the other AC games, the markers for guiding you are really close, like you run 5 steps for each checkpoint.

To me its for little kids, and like people who need a lot of help just playing this game. Like handicap gamers. THis game was
not made for pc at all. it would work for consoles such as xbox, or Play station but isnt made for anything more than the play
station vita.. I recommend the game to everyone that is somewhat familiar with Esports, there is a lot of action and humor
around it. I had a lot of fun while playing throught the game. It has a story filled with humor, the gameplay is full of action,
especially during championships and i laughed my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off during the cutscenes. The game
is said to be partially translated into other languages and as a russian speaker and experienced gamer I found the gameplay to be
very intuitive and easy to understand.

Totally a must have for those who dont take jokes too seriously. 10\/10!
Looking forward collecting steam cards!. I expected something lemmings style. The mechanics is quite different, but equally
funny.
On the only bad thing is on my ubuntu 14.04.4 it destabilizes steam (I saved dodos, but eventually I had to "kill -9" steam). The
game is very much like Supreme Commander however with much more simplified graphics and sound. It has potential but the
game is let down with punnishing set ups and terrible lobby systems. Be prepared to manually download game modes and
specific versions of each of them and manually placing them in the game. This is very off putting and this put me and my
friends off playing it. The game also suffers from the lack of explaining on how to use the lobby system and even how to play
the game, it shoves you in expecting you to know everything about it.

Pros:
Decent gameplay
In depth
Has potential
Works well on low end systems

Cons:
Painfull to set up
Lobbies are designed poorly
Time consuming to play
Nothing is explained on how to play or use the lobby system

This game is recommended to those who like RTS games and have a lot of patience, especially if you like Supreme
Commander.. If you're looking to play alone in an empty casino, this game is for you! In all seriousness, Four Kings Casino is a
interesting title that is very similar to the PS Home Casino. The developers are really nice and interactive. Slot and table games
are very fun and fast. Why am I not recommending this game then? Here's why:
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BJ and roulette completely lack excitement since the betting limit is under 0.5% of your start money. It's really hard to play
poker when there's barely anyone online to play with and when there is they won't want to play with you. There's a VIP area
which requires you to play approx. 30h\/month to gain and maintain your VIP membership unless if you pay for it.

This game needs a lot of work still before it's ready for a release. For now: DON'T BUY THIS GAME! Play at a real online
casino! Obviously the lack of players isn't the developers fault but there are many issues that they should fix.

TL;DR: Nobody is online, betting limits are WAY TOO low. Don't buy this game unless you're dying for a casino game on
Steam.. THEN THE WINGED HUSSARS ARRIVED!
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